Rydell
Rydell Industrial (Belting) Co

The market leader in conveyor,
modular and transmission belts

CASE STUDY
A major processor of salads, ready prepared and
packaged food, was encountering issues with
cleaning and damaging of delicate food items, with
their plastic modular belt.
Significant time was being spent cleaning the belt
after each commodity change to prevent cross
contamination of product. There was also an issue
with product migrating through the belt, becoming
“bruised” and lowering the quality and shelf life of
the product.
They approached us for a solution to their problems,
and we recommended replacement of their plastic
modular belt, with Cog-Veyor.
Cog-Veyor has no hinges or crevices for product to
become trapped, so product quality is improved.
Cleaning time was also reduced saving water, time
and money in the process, and cross contamination
is no longer an issue.

Both conveyors are now running Cog-Veyor belts and the client is very pleased with the outcome. The positive drive of the belts
ensure smooth quiet operation, and our unique self tracking lugs, ensure the belt runs true, with no maintenance or downtime.
Talk to your nearest RYDELL branch to find out how Cog-Veyor can benefit your operation and increase your bottom line.
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